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Calculation of Age and Local Purging 
Flow Rate in Rooms 

LARS DAVIDSON 
ERIK OLSSON* 

The fora/ purging }low rate mu/ the lorn/ age i11 1Jt'lltll111ed ro11ms 11re 111111/l'ricull.1· i11i·e.ffigawd : 
both q11a111ities are ca/culfll<!d i11 "" iso1her11111/ly 1·e111i/1111!d 111·0-tli111i:11simwl rOCllll, 1/ie lmter i11 
111·0 buoy11111/y i:e111i/111ed three-diml!11sio1u1I rooms tl.f w1.?il. When cairn/min.</ 1/te r1•/oci1y jh•ltl i11 
tlu• 111•0-dimcmsio11al ro1Jnr " 11ell' 11ne-eq11a1io11 111rb11h•m·v modi!/ i.1 med. ll ''l11!11 t·v111p111·ed ll'ith 
experime11wl data /he predictions show a satisfying C1grl!e111ell/ in most cases. Tiu: locul purging 
}low rate· has 11ot yet been obtained experimentally; calc11/01io11 of this qumllity 1/111., provides 
11.1t!/11/ /1rfor111a1io11 of its 11awre. 

NOMENCLA l'URE 

aE, Op, aw coefficients defined in Eq. (A2) 
B width of room 
b width of inlet 
c concentration of contaminant 

c0 initial concentration 
c," C1" C0 , C,,, c;, constants in turbulence models 

D diffusion in Eq. (A2) 
F convection in Eq . (A2) 
G turbulence generating source term in the 

k- and £-equations 
G8 buoyancy source term in the k-equation 
g acceleration due to gravity 

H height of room 
h height of inlet 
k turbulent kinetic energy 
L length of room 
L, turbulent length scale 
m mass flow rate 
1t normal co-ordinate 
p pressure 
Q total mass (volume) flow rate 
r radial co-ordinate 
t temperature in T 

U. V. W mean velocity in x-. y- and .;-direction, 

Greek symhofs 

respectively 
U, mean \clocity in x,-direction 
Ur local purging flow rate 
V volume of the room 

x. y . = cartesian co-ordinates 
.\"; cartcsian co-ordinate in i-direction 

r ~ exchange ooefficient of dependent vari
able 

t5 length of side of a quadratic control 
volume 

ii, half width of room in i·direction 
iix length of control volume in x-direction 
Jy length of control volume in y-direction 

;; dissipation of turbuhmt kinetic energy 
" von Karman's constant 
i. slope 
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µ, flctr• µ, dynamic viscosity (laminar, effective and 
turbulent, respectively) 

p density 
rJ0 rJh rJ,, rJ, turbulent Prandtl number for concen

tration, turbulent kinetic energy, temper
ature and dissipation of turbulent kinetic 
energy, respectively 

Subscripts 

t time 
r average age in a system (room) 

-r. nominal time constant of system (room) 
(= V/Q) 

fp local mean age at a point 
rjJ dependent variable: cumulative distri

bution function for the age 
cp probability density function for the age 

e exit 
in inlet 
P arbitrary point 

ref reference value for the room 

t. INTRODUCTION 

A NEW concept of describing ventilation efficiency has 
recently been introduced by Sandberg and Sjoberg [I] 
(see also [2]). This concept is based on two new ventilation 
parameters: the local purging flow rate and the age dis· 
tribution . The local purging flow rate, UP• is the local net 
flow rate at which air is supplied, from the inlet. to an 
arbitrary point within the room. The local mean age at 
an arbitrary point is the time r that has elapsed, on 
average, since the molecules passing this point entered 
the room. There is, at the present time, no practical 
method for measuring the local purging flow rate. The 
local mean age distribution is, however, relatively easy 
to obtain experimentally, and has been investigated [3]. 
Results show that knowledge of the distribution of the 
local mean age provides useful information on how the 
air and contaminants spread in ventilated rooms. Such a 
concept of age is therefore a valuable tool in evaluating 
the performance of different ventilation schemes. 

For these reasons it seemed that it would be valuable 
to calculate the distribution of the local mean age and 
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Fig. l. Flow configurations. (a) Cases HI and LI. (b) Case 20. 

the local purging flow rate numerically. The local mean 
age is calculated for every cell, which means any number 
of cells between, for example, 2000 and 8000 for a three
dimensional room . Because this number is considerably 
higher than anything done experimentally (e.g. measure
ments at five stations [3]), a much more complete picture 
of the age distribution can be obtained when the flow is 
numerically simulated than from previous experimental 
investigations. The distribution of the local mean age 
has been calculated in two three-dimensional, buoyantly 
ventilated rooms in which the temperature and the local 
mean age were measured [3]. In one of the cases (Fig. 
la) the inlet and the outlet are situated near the ceiling 
(hereafter denoted by Case HI; high inlet) . The incoming 
air was warmer than that of the room and the windows 
were cold, simulating a ventilation situation in winter. 
This configuration was expected to give a very poor ven
tilation with high average mean age for the room. In the 
other case (see Fig. I a) the inlet was placed near the floor 
(hereafter denoted by LI: low inlet) and the outlet was 
situated near the ceiling as in Case HI. The incoming air 
was colder than the air in the room and the windows 
were warm. simulating a ventilation situation in summer. 
This configuration was expected lo give low <1vcragc local 
mean age ror the room. 

As there docs not yet exist an experimental method for 
measuring the local purging flow rate. it is expected that 
a numerical simulation or the field or local purging flow 
rate might enhance the understanding or the concept and 
give an idea of its ruturc use and application. It is very 
expensive lo calculate thi.: local purging flow rate since a 
scparall'. ctlculation has to hi: rnadl· fur i.:ach ct.:11 invo/l·cd . 
For this reason. the Inca/ purging rate lie Id was calculated 
in ;1 111li-dirm:11sinn~Jl iso-1her111al/y 1cntilated rullm 

(hereafter denoted by Case 20, sec Fig. I b) in which the 
flow field was measured [4]: the local mean age field was 
also calculated for this case. For calculating the flow field 
in this room, a new one-equation turbulence model [5] 
was used . 

Since both the local mean age and the local purging 
flow rate can be simulated, numerically as well as exper
imentally (al least in theory). by using passive con
taminants, the flow field call be calculated first without 
introducing any contaminants. The obtained flow field 
can then be used when calculating the local mean age and 
the local purging flow rate, introducing passive con
taminants as appropriate. 

In the following section the programs that have been 
used in the calculations. the boundary conditions and the 
new one-equation turbulence model are described. The 
mean age and the local purging flow rate arc discussed 
in Section 3. and expressions from which they arc cal
culated arc derived or given . Results arc presented and 
discussed in Section 4 and in the last section conclusions 
arc drawn. 

2. SOLUTION PROCEDURE 

The PHOENICS computer program [6] has been used 
(see also [7]) for the three-dimensional calculations and 
a slightly modified version of TEACH-T [8] for the two
dimensional calculations. These programs solve equa
tions of the type 

(I) 

by expressing them in finite difference form. The finite 
difference equations are solved by a procedure which is 
based on the SIMPLE procedure [9] (see also e.g. [10]). 
The four main features are staggered grids for the 
velocities; formulation of the difference equations in 
implicit, conservative form , using hybrid upwind/central 
.differencing; rewriting of the continuity equation into an 
equation for the pressure correction ; and iterative solving 
of the equations. 

In the present calculations the dependent variable in 
Eq . (I) takes the forms: U, V, W, I, k , r. , c and I 
(continuity equation). The corresponding coefficients. 

r "'' and sources, S"', are defined in Table 1. 
For Case 20 a new one-equation turbulence model 

was used, which has previously been tested in parabolic 
flows [5] and in elliptical flows [11] with good results . In 
this model the turbulent length scale L, is calculated from 

l" 
L1,; =I\ exp ( - 1.0 11;/t5;)k 1 ~ k '~ d11;+1m;.r' (2a) 

J,p 

where 11; is the normal coordinate from wall 'i', 15; is half 
the length or the room in 11;-dircction and subscript 'p' 
denotes a point within the inertial sublayer near the wall 
(for further Jctails. sec [5]) . L, is then taken as the mini
mum or all four/., ,,. in other words. 

/., = min : /.,.. 11· I.,, ,. /." ,,. L,,, 11 :. (:!h) 

Along 11 ith this lcngth-sc•tlc equal inn. the /,·-equation 
ll'as used . The dissipalilln term in the k-cqu•1lion was 

r 

I 
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Table I . Definilion of r, ands, for conservation equations solved 

Equation qi f,I, s. 
"' 

Continuity I 0 0 
Momentum u Jl,11 -<'p/h· 
Momentum v /le11 - rlp/<1.r 
Momentum w lll'll - iip/clz+ pg(l- l"r)/(1," +273) 
Temperature I /le11/ a, 0 
Turbulence energy k 11,11 /a, G-pr:+G11 
Turb. dissipation 11,.ir/a, 1:/k(C,,G-C,,1n:) 
Concentration c 11,.11 /a, 0 

• _ iiU; (i'U; cU;)· _ g JI, i't. _ _ ·' '· 
G = Jle1r-:::- --:::- +--:::- . G11 = - - - -- ,

73 
~- 11,rr -11+p, -11+C1,pk /f .• 

L\1 <·.\i C.\; a, 'r~·r+- c_ 

Constants[12]:C,, = 0.09;C 100 = l.44 ;C,, = l.92;a, = l.O ;a00 = l.3 :a, = 0.7;a, = 0.7. 

calculated as C0 k ·' c,L , and the turbulent viscosity was 
calculated as 11, = c;,pk I CL,(C/) = 0.1643; c;, = 0.5478). 

Boundary co11ditio11s 
Geo111etrical and boundary data arc given for the three 

configurations in Table 2. Wall functions of conventional 
type a re used (13. 14]. The te111pcrature at the walls and 
the windows were prescribed according to experimental 
data (3]. The temperatures at the walls were all set to 
rnlues close to 20 ·C in the two non-isothermal cases . At 
the outlet the exit velocity was calculated from mass 
balance and zero streamwise gradient was imposed on 
the rest of the variables. 

When the dimensions of the inlet are small it is prefer
able to prescribe the velocities in a box which encloses the 
inlet. This procedure. chosen by several authors including 
(15-18] a ll ow a n economical resolution of the jet-like 
flow ema nat ing from the inlet. In all the works cited 
above relevant experimental data have been available; in 
the present work no such experimental data exist for 
the three-dimensional calculations, and for Case 20 this 
procedure turned out to be inappropriate. Preliminary 
ca lcu la tions (for Case 20) showed tha t, using this pro
ced ure. the reattachment of the jet to the upper wall (see 
Fig. I b) was predicted too far from the inlet compared 
with experimen ta l data. This procedure was consequently 
a ba ndoned a nd the inlet was represented by only one 
cell. giving better agreement with experimental da ta · it 

Table 2. Bounda ry conditions and geometrical data 

Case 2D HI LI 

L 4.0 4.2 4.2 
H 2.0 2.5 2.5 
B 3.6 3.6 
/1 0.006 0.0155 0.1 
b 0.5 0.467 
.l'ui J. I 3.1 
-m I.:! 2.J O.D 
(!l ri J.O 2.61 0.45 
Ir," () 7 
Q 1m -' h) 64.8 75.<> 75.6 
r, ( h) 0. 1 ~ 0.5 0.5 
{Ill 'l -'- 15 
' •m.J"" 14 2'! 

was necessary. however. lo prescribe lhc turbulent vis
cosity in the jel. The reason for thi s is that the onc
cquation turbulence 111odcl is inadcquatc in free jct flows . 
For the lhrec-dimcnsional cah:uhttions. the calculation 
of the flow was divided into two steps: firsl the flow in a 
box enclosing the inlet was calculated: then lhc flow in 
the room was calculated using the obtained rcsulls lo 
prescribe all variables. except the te111perature. at three 
planes inside the box . Sec [14] for more details. 

3. THE CONCEPT OF MEAN AGE AND 
LOCAL PURGING FLOW RATE 

The concept of mean age and of local purging flow 
rate has been thoroughly treated (l, 2]. The mean age of 
the air at a point (=local mean age) is the time that has 
elapsed (on average) since the molecules passing this 
point entered the room . The word 'mean' refers here to 
the mean age of the molecules and from here on 'mean' 
will be omitted and the 'age' will be used instead of the 
formally more correct term, 'mean age'. There are two, 
perfectly equivalent, methods of obtaining, numerically 
or experimentally. the local age: (i) Step-up, at time T = 0 
a fraction of the supplied air is labelled with contaminant 
and the concentration of contaminant is measured at the 
point(s) in the system (room) where the local age is to be 
obtained. (ii) Step-down, the system (room) is initially 
filled with a known homogenous concentration of con
taminant and is then supplied with 'fresh' air (no con
taminant); the decay of concentration is recorded at 
the point(s) where the local age is lo be obtained. 

The equation for the local age in a step-up simulation 
is now derived. Al time T = 0 a fraction. c11 • of all the 
entering molecules in the system arc labelled. Consider 
an arbitrary point (control volume) P within the system 
at time r where the coneentration is cp(T). A fraction 
c1.(r)/cn of the molecules at point P thus have an age less 
or equal T. Since c,.(r) /Co has the characteristics or a 
cumulative distribution !'unction. 1/1 1,(r) = cAr)/c 11 is 
defined as the cumulative distrihulion function of the 
local age al point !'. If' denotes the prohahility density 
runelion (also called frequency !'unction) ror the age. and 
is defined as <f' = ccr/i '<er (sec any introductory text book 
on statistics. e.g. [19]). The local age. r, .. can then be 
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calculated as 

ip = l"'rpcpp(T) dr =I' rpCtj>p(r) /or dr 

= (rp(<f>p- l]~ - r (</>h)-1) dr 

= f'(l-<f>p(r))dr= f 0

(1-cp(r)/c0)dr. (3a) 

The first expression on the RHS of Eq. (3a) is given by 
statistics theory (19]. The third expression is obtained by 
partial integration, using </>,,- 1 as a primitive function 
of c<f>p/cr, and where the term in square brackets is zero 
since<f>p(oo)= I. 

For a step-down simulation one gets <f>p(-r:) = 
1 -cp(r)/c 0 which, by use of Eq. (3a), gives 

l x l l"' ip = (1-<f>p(r)) dr = - cp(r) dr. 
o Co o 

(3b) 

The average age of the system (room) can be calculated 
either as 

(4a) 

or from the first moment of the concentration curve 
at the exit point normalized by the corresponding zero 
moment 

i = l"" c.(r)r. dr / r c.(r) dr. (4b) 

It may be mentioned that the theory gives that 'i./r,, = 1 
[l], [2]. In the present work a step-down simulation was 
used. It is not necessary to carry out the integration in 
Eq. (3b) from r = 0 to ro. Since the concentration after 
some time decays exponentially (cp(r)/c0 =exp (-/,-r:)], 
the calculations were stopped when the slope A. had 
reached a constant value (at time r;,) and the integral 
from r;. to oo was calculated as cp(rJ/().c0). 

The age can be obtained directly from a transport 
equation as a steady state solution ofEq. (I) with</>= tp 
and S, = 1 (i.e. homogenous source) (2]. The age was 
calculated in this way for Case 2D and the obtained age
field was indeed the same as that obtained from Eq. (3b). 

The concept of the local purging flow rate, UP• can be 
understood as the net rate at which a dynamically passive 
contaminant is 'flushed' out of the system from a point 
P, or, equivalently. the rate at which fresh air is supplied 
to a point P, where P is an arbitrary point within the 
system. Since the calculation domains (rooms) are di
vided into control volumes (i.e. non-continuous systems) 
it is preferable lo refer to a control volume P, dividing 
the non-continuous systems into vessels or compartments 
(20], rather than to a point P. The local purging flow rate 
is obtained, numerically or experimentally (at least in 
theory. sec Section I). by introducing a source of a 
dynamically passive contaminant at an arbitrary control 
volume P where U1, is to be obtained. An expression for 
Up is easily obtained by setting up a mass balance for the 
contaminant. Ir a soun.:c li1 1• or contaminant is placed al 
control volume P. then li1 1, must also, as demanded by 

continuity when steady state has been reached , exit the 
system, which gives li1p = Qc •. 1ilp is obtained from the 
definition of Up as 1i1p = U,,cp, so that 

. Cc 
Up= lllr/Cr = Q-. 

Cp 
(5) 

In order to get a further understanding of the physical 
meaning of U,, let P be a control volume situated in a 
stagnant region. The concentration at P will then be high 
and, according to Eq. (5), the local purging flow rate low 
(mp kept constant). The opposite, i.e. low cp and high 
Up, will be the case when Pis situated in a well ventilated 
region. It may be noted that Q and UP have the same 
units, namely [m 3/s] or [kg/s]. 

Both the age and the local purging flow rate fields 
are simulated using dynamically passive contaminants, 
which means that the flow field is not influenced by the 
contaminants. This makes it possible to calculate the flow 
field first and then use this calculated ftow field in the 
calculations of the age and U1 .. As pointed out in Section 
1, it is computationally very expensive to calculate the 
field of the local purging flow rate, since a separate cal
culation has to be made for each control volume at which 
Up is to be obtained by introducing a source of con
taminant. This is the reason why the U rfield has been 
calculated in a two-dimensional rather than in a three
dimensional room; the number of cells, and consequently 
also the number of separate calculations, is. for example, 
reduced to 500 in a two-dimensional calculation from 
5000 in a three-dimensional one. 

The concentration equation is linear since the con
taminant is dynamically passive, which means that the 
fields of velocity and the exchange coefficient for the 
concentration appear as constants in the concentration 
equation. This means further that UP calculated from Eq. 
(5) is independent of the size of 1i1p. 

Since the calculated UP is dependent on the size and 
form of the control volume P where ri1p is introduced (see 
Appendix) a uniform grid should be used, i.e. all control 
volume sides should be of equal length. Using quadratric 
control volumes of equal size would mean that every 
control volume side would be of length 0.006 m, which 
is the height of the inlet in Case 2D; 222 000 nodes would 
then be needed to cover the calculation domain, which is 
clearly unrealistic. In the present work the flow field was 
calculated using unequally spaced grid lines. When the 
Urfield was calculated two grids with control volume 
sides equal to 0.05 and 0.1 m, respectively, were used. 
The velocity field for these 'Up-grids' was obtained by 
interpolation from the 'velocity grid' so as to satisfy 
continuity. For comparison, the Urfield was also cal
culated using the 'velocity' grid. 

4. RESULTS 

Three-dimensional calc11/ations 
A numerical grid with 15 x 14 x 11 nodes was used in 

both cases; in Case LI a grid with 11x11x18 nodes 
(hereafter denoted by Case Ll21) was also tested. In the 
latter case the special inlet procedure was abandoned 
since it was considered that a sullicient number or nodes 
were situated near the inlet to enable a proper description 
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Fig. 2. Calculated velocity vectors. Case HI. 

of the steep velocity gradients prevailing there; the inlet 
was represented by 20 grid nodes. The results obtained 
with the 21 x 21 x l 8 nodes grid did not differ much from 
those obtained with the 15 x 14 x 12 nodes grid [14] . The 
results presented below have been calculated using the 
latter grid . 

In Figs 2 and 3 velocity vectors for Case HI are drawn . 
From these plots it can be seen that the wall jct following 
the ceiling hits the wall opposite the inlet and that the 
flow is forced along this wall. The flow docs not fall 
down towards the floor because of the upwards directed 
buoyancy force . ll reaches the side wall at .r = B and 
turns left towards the outlet. This large counter-clockwise 
vortex near the ceiling is spread by friction in the whole 
room: the result is a counter-clockwise vortex at each 
::-level. with little nuid being interchanged between 
the different ::-lc\·cl;; . 

When calculating the local age field, a time step 
6-r = 30 was chosen; 15 s was also tested but it gave the 
same result as 6-r = 30 s. The decay of the concentration 
was found to be exponential for the whole field (i.e. ), is 
a constant, see Section 3) after 20-40 min (0.67-r,, to 
1.33 r,,) in real time. depending on the problem. The 
calculations were consequently stopped at this stage and 
the remainder of the integral in Eq. (3b) was calculated 
as cp(r;)/(J..c0) (see Section 3). 

The flow pattern in Figs 2 and 3 results in high local 
age near the floor and gradually lower the 1:p near the 
ceiling as is clearly recognizable in Figs 4 and 5. Experi
mental data obtained by Sandberg [3] arc shown in Fig. 
4b. The accordance between predictions and experi
mental data is not very good . with local discrepancies up 
to 25'Yo. While numerical rrcdictions show an almost 
monotonic increase in age or the air with decreasing ::. 
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the experiments show maximum age in the middle (in the 
=-direction, that is) of the room. This may indicate that 
the predicted Jlow pattern rs more stratified than that 
in the experiments . The average age for the room was 
calculated from Eq. (4a) to be T./t,, = 1.14; the corre
sponding value in the experiments, from Eq . (4b), was 
1.3. The predicted average age or the air in the room is 
thus fairly well in accordance with the experimental 
Yaluc. The temperature field was also measured by Sand
berg [3]. The predicted temperatures arc between I and 
2 C too high compared with the experimental values; the 
temperature gradient. \\'hich influences the velocity lick\ 
through the buoyancy term is . however. rather well pre
dicted. G 11 \\'<JS SC[ to zero because the predicted age field 

wilh G 8 = 0 was closer to experimental data than when 
G H was included [14]. 

Velocity vectors for Case LI arc shown in Figs 6 and 
7; the flow patlern is much more complicated here than 
in Case HI because the flow can not find a short con
venient way oul of the room. The result is a much better 
ventilation situation with lower average age of the air in 
the room. The air coming from Lhc inlet falls down Lo the 
floor-due to the coanda effect and to the downwards 
directed buoyancy force--goes towards the wall opposite 
the inlet and successively turns. as this wall is approached. 
Lo the left. This counter-clockwise vortex docs not spread 
lo the flow in the rest of the room. as it docs in Case HI. 
Quite the opposite is in ruc1 the case: the flow above the 
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Fig. 6. Calculated velocity vectors. Case LI . 

vortex near the floor is in the opposite direction. The 
predicted temperatures are l-2°C lower than experi
mental data; the discrepancies are of the same order as 
in Case HI (see above) . The temperature gradient is, 
however, rather well predicted. 

The distribution of the local age is shown for Case LI 
in Figs 8 and 9. The predicted local age field is compared 
with experimental data in Fig. 8b ; the agreement is 
not very good. In partic ular. the experimenta l value 
!,.Ir"= 0.2 near the floor is overprcdictcd by 150%: thi : 
is surprising si nce regio ns near the inlet shou ld be 1 ell 
prcdict'ed. As can he seen in the vector plo t of the 11elocily 
fie ld in Fig (land 7. thi~ poi nt i a lmost hit by the primary 
jc t which sht1ulcl muke the prccJicti ns of thi s area 

especially exact. The discrepirncy between predicted and 
experimental local age near the floor might be explained 
by either too coarse a grid, or the predicted turbulent 
diffusion being too high which wo uld cause too effective 
a mixing and which would smooth out concentration 
gradicllls. The former explanation docs not seem very 
likely a the predicted local age at this point is almost the 
same in Case LI and Case Ll2 I. Against both expla
na tions it can be further argued that works carried out 
previously show good agreement between calculated and 
experimentally obtained co11cc11Lrntio11 fields (sec e.g. 
[21-23]). The third explanation could be that the experi
mental value is somewhat Loo low. It is likely that the 
reason for the discrepancies between numerical and 
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experimental results is to be found in a combination 
of the explanations above (and below) . The predicted 
a verage age of the room is. however. well predicted: 
'i /r,, == 0.75 and i /r. = 0.73 for Cases LI and Ll21, 
respectively. both to be compared with the experimenta l 
value 0.66. 

Vaiiou. discrepancie. between prediction :ind ex.pcri
mc111al d~1ta have been 111cn1ioncd abo c . One major 
so urce of error. which could ex plain man y or 1hc dis
crcp;mcies. i probably 1hc velocity lick!. The lurhulcncc 
mode l <llld lhc wall l"uncti·ons urc known l l) be. al their 
best. su llicien1 for cng.inecring purposes in thrcc-<limcn
~iorrn l. cll ipl h:al huo,·:inl ll o\\ t:akula iions. Hjcnh;1gcr 

[I 7] has calculated the flow in a Lhrcc-dimcnsional. buoy
ant ventilated room and compared the results wilh ex
perimental data; the agreement wiLh these data was, in 
some regions, modcraLc . When sea rching to explain dis
crepancies between predictions and experimental dat<i, il 
should not be forgotten Lhal the lauer ulso contain some 
errors, e.g. some uncertainly in the boundary va lues at 
Lhc inlcl. incomp]clc homogcnous mixing of Lhc eon
Laminanl in the initial transient (sec [3]). Another so urce 
of error may he that \\'hen the decay of the t:ont:cntraLion 
was measured in order Lo obtain the age. the experiments 
were carried oul once only. whereas pcrliaps they should 
have been carried out a number 0r1imcs in order lo form 
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ensemble averages (M. Sandberg, personal communi
cation). ll should also be mentioned that when the cal
culated velocity field is studied, the calculated local age 
fields seem very reasonable. This has indeed been the 
object of the present work: to show that from a calculated 
velocity field the age distribution can be calculated. 

All calculations were carried out on a VAX-750 
machine. The required CPU time to get a converged 
solution, i.e. when the residuals (scaled with the total 
incoming flux of the relevant variable) for all equations 
had become less than one percent, was as follows: inlet
box calculations (5 h), flow field calculations for Cases 
HI. LI and LI2 I (6, 6 and 38 h), calculations of the age 
field for Cases HI, LI and Ll21 (3, 3, 15 h). 

T1rn-dimensional cairn/at ions 
The grid used in these calculations was of size 28 x 22; 

calculations were also made with a grid with 42 x 35 
nodes. The flow patterns predicted using the two different 
grids are almost identical; the velocity contours are 
slightly better predicted when the 42 x 35 grid is used. The 
predictions obtained using the 28 x 22 grid are, however, 
quite adequate for engineering purposes. The predicted 
results shown in the following figures have been obtained 
using the 42 x 35 grid. In Figs 10 and 11 predicted velocity 
vectors and velocity contours are compared with experi
mental data obtained by Akesson [4]. The agreement 
between predictions and experiments is good, which indi
cates that the one-equation turbulence model of David
son [5] is adequate for numerical predictions of the flow 
in two-dimensional, isothermally ventilated rooms. A 
recirculation zone appears in the experiments in the lower 
left corner of the room which does not appear in the 
predictions; this discrepancy may be due to the rather 
large three-dimensional effects in the experiments in this 

_ 0 5 m/s 

region. It should be mentioned that the computational 
effort for solving the flow field was reduced by 60% using 
the one-equation turbulence model compared with when 
the k-e turbulence model was used. 

Time steps of 30 s were used when the local age field 
was calculated; 8r = 10 s was also tested but it gave the 
same results. At time r = 5 min ( = 0.7 r,,), A was found 
to become constant (see Section 3) and the calculations 
were consequently stopped. The predicted local age is 
shown in Fig. 12; as expected, the local age has higher 
values near the floor and has its highest values under the 
inlet. Figure 13 shows the predicted local purging flow 
rate. Figures l 3a and l 3b show the predicted Up-field 
using the equal spacing (0.1 and 0.05 m, respectively) of 
grid lines; the predicted U rfield in Fig. l 3c is obtained 
using the 'velocity grid' (sec Section 3). The general fea
tures of the Ur-field in Fig. 13 arc the same which shows 
that the calculated U ,,-field is not too sensitive to the 
choice of grid, provided that ii is given reasonable size 
(see Appendix). It is seen that the predicted U rtields ]n 
Figs 13a and l 3c are very similar in the lower part of the 
room, whereas the predicted Up-field in the upper region 
in Fig. 13c is similar to that in Fig. l 3b. The explanations 
for this is that for the grid in Fig. l 3c 8y = 0.1 in the 
lower part of the room, and 8y = 0.05 in the upper part. 
It may be noted that U r!Q i' 1 at the outlet in Fig. 13 
(not noticeable in Fig. l 3a). This is because the outlet is 
covered by more than one control volume; the more 
control volumes the outlet is covered by, the lower the 
calculated Ur (see Appendix). This is also the case at 
the inlet. It should thus be kept in mind that the calcu
lated Urfield at the oulet and the inlet is especially grid 
dependent. 

Comparing the local age field and the local purging 
flow rate field, it may be concluded that the main features 
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of the ventilation situation are shown by either of the 
two fields; they both indicate that the flow in the lower 
half of the room is more stagnant than in the upper half. 
The largest differences between the two fields occur in 
the regions near the two upper corners. In the region of 
the upper left corner the gradient of UP is large: to the 
left of the point where the jet reattaches to the ceiling 
(where the flow when reaching the ceiling turns back 
towards the inlet wall, see Fig. 10) low values prevail, 
while to the right of this point (where the flow goes more 
directly towards the outlet) Up has higher values; the age 
of the air is low since it does not take a long time for the 
air to reach the region near this corner. Below the outlet, 
where the flow is directed from the outlet, UP attains low 
values whereas the air here is not very 'old'. 

Sandberg and Sjoberg [I] have proved, theoretically, 
that in regions where 'ip/r,, > I the product of UP and Tp 
should be less than or equal to the volume of the room, 
i.e. 

U/rp ~ V, or, Up/Qfp/-r:,, ~I; when 'ip/r,, >I. 
(6) 

This relation restricts UP more severely for higher values 
of'ip. It should be remembered that the calculated Up is 
dependent on the size of the control volume (see above 
and Appendix); the relation in Eq. (6) was, however, 
confirmed for all three grids in Fig. 13, but as the cal
culated Tp nowhere in the room is especially large ('fp ~ 
I. I r,, everywhere) this confirmation is of little value. In 
order to 'prove' or 'disprove' the relation in Eq. (6) the 
local age field and the Urfield should be calculated in 
ventilated rooms where regions of much higher values of 
'f P occur; the authors plan to do this in the near future. 

For the two-dimensional calculations the required 
CPU times were as follows: flow-field calculations 
(coarse grid: 11 min. fine grid: 52 min), calculation of 
the age field (6 min), calculation of the U rfield (2 h). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The local age field has been calculated in two three
dimensional buoyantly ventilated rooms, using computer 
programs utilizing finite-difference methods. and have 
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b.:-en compared with experimental data . The local agree
ment is not very good. with discrepancies up to 25% 
(at one station 150%): the predicted average age of the 
rooms. being a measure of the 'global ventilation situ
ation. is ra ther well in agreement with experimental data 
(discrepancies of 12%). The rather large discrepancie 
between prediction and experiment are probably due Lo 
errors in predictions of the velocity field as well as un<::er
tainties in the experiments: the predicted local age field 
seems. in view of the predicted velocity field , very reason
able. This was really one of the aims of lhc present work 
with respect 10 the local age field : to show that the local 
.1gc tield can be calculated when a vclociLy tield ha been 
.:alculated . 

The·flO\ in a two-dimensional isolhermally ventilated 
room has been calculated using a new one-equalion lur
""ulcncc model developed by the first author. The prc
.!ictcd \'clOcily field is ll'cll in agreement with cxperi
·ncntal data. which indi<.:a lcs that the new one-equation 
·urbulencc model is approrriatc ll'hcn c.:ali.:ulating t hc~c.: 
~ p.:s of ll0ws. The CPU time required for c<1lc.:ulating the 
docit~ field was reduced by 60'~ .. using this one-equation 
urbulcncc 111~1del comp:1rcd with wh.:n thc standard ~· -1: 
J rbulc:111.: ~· moJd was u c<l . 

The local age field and the local purging flow rate field 
have been calculated for this room. It was shown that 
the main features of the ventilation situation are readily 
obtained from either of these fields. It has been shown 
that the calculated UP is dependent on the size of the 
control volume, b; this dependence docs not seem very 
severe provided that reasonable size on b is chosen. A 
theoretical relation between the local age and the local 
purging flow rate field valid in regions of 'high' local age 
has been formulated by Sandberg and Sjoberg [1). The 
predicted fields confirm this relation, but in order to 
'prove' or 'disprove' this relation these fields should be 
calculated for ventilation situations where much higher 
values of the local age occur. The authors plan to under
take such numerical investigations in the near future. 
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APPENDIX 

The influence of the size and form of the control volume on 
the calculated Up is investigated in this appendix. It is assumed 
below that the velocity field remains the same even if the size of 
the control volumes is changed. 

Consider a con1rol volume (Fig. A I) in a grid in which the 
distances between th1: grid lines in the x- and y-direction are 
bx and O)'. respectively. Assume, for simplicity. that the flow 
(convective as well as diffusive) is directed in tbe x-direction, 
u > 0. and that the density. fl, mid the diffusion coemcient, r,. 
arc constant and equal to I. A source or continninanl. Iii. is 
introduced in this control volume [iii is kept constant so that Ur 
= consl./cr, see Eq. ( 5)). The discretized equation for this control 
volume. using hybrid upwind,lcentrnl di!Terencing. will then be 
(10] 

The D's and F's denote the diffusion and convection. respect
ively. through the control volume: subscripts e and w refer to 
east and wesl face of the control rnlume. respectively (Fig. A I). 
Frn111 Eqs (A I) and (A2J one expression on Cp when diffusion is 
dominant (c~) and one expression when convection (c~) is domi
nant and can be obtained. so that 

where. 

a1: = max {0. D, -0.5 F,: = max :o. ch ciy-0.5 L',ciy: 

11 11 = max :o. IJ .. -0.5 F,,: + F .. 

= nwx :o. ch ci1· -0.5 l',,1ii: + l',,ciy 

al';,"" +a,. 

(Al) 

ii\~ I 

d~ = (c 11 + c,:)12 + (1i1<i_r/,ix)/2 

c~ = (U,.cw+1i1/<iy)/U,. . 

(A3) 

(A4) 

From Eq. (A3) it is seen that the second term nn the RHS is 
independent of the configuration of the control volume if ch = 
ciy = ci. The lirsl term. however. will increase as H ·and £come 
closer lop (ci decreases). In order lO estimate the dependence or 
ci on d~. the equation for radial diffusion from a source was 
solved. i.e. 

(A5) 

ll'ilh a source. 1i1. introduced in the L'l1ntrol \'olumc /'at r = 0. 
The hound;1r~ condition al the outer houndar~ ll'as c = ti 11·hcn 
r ..... I . . Cons1;1nt 1. 11·as usl'd. Eq. (:\5) 11as s,11\cd using finite 
difference methods. ll 11';1, li1und thal 11hcn ci (11hich is cqu:li ln 
the r;1dius ur the Cll\ltrt\I 1nlurnc· /') \\:1, incTL'<l'l'll hy a rac\Or 11f 

r 

I 

l. 
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Fig. Al. Control volume P. 

2. c~ decreased by 14%. c~ is thus not very sensitive to variations 
in b. 

From Eq . (A4) it is gathered that the first term on the RHS 
is independent of bx and by, whereas the second term varies 
inversely with by. In regions where the convection is much larger 
than the diffusion the ratio <:w1<« ( ubscript 'e' here refers to exit) 
will be close to I (which is conlirmed in the calculations): it 
should be mentioned that thi~ is not the case at the inlet or the 
outlet where this ratio is close to zero. Replacing of c, by c.,. in 
Eq. 15) gi\'CS 

Iii= Qc,,. (A6) 

The two terms on the RHS of Eq. (A4) can. after division by 1i1 
and by use of Eq. (A6). be written 

I Q+ l/(t5yU.,). (A7) 

If cly is of the same order as h the two terms in Eq. (A 7) are of 

the same order. It may thus be concluded that c~ is inversely 
dependent on i'iy if '5.r « h and that c~ is independent of t5y if 
t5y » h. 

ll has been shown in this appendix that in order to minimize 
the dependence of the size and the form of the control volumes 
on the calculated U,,, the sides of the control volumes should be 
of cq uul length.,) , The dependence of L'r on,) is then exrected 
to be rather small where diffusion is the dominant transport 
process. The c;ilculatcd U,. i more dependent on ,) where con
vection i. ctomimmt. if,) is of the s;unc order as (or smaller than) 
the height of the inleL 

lt should be mentioned th;tt the dependence of Ur on ii is not 
physically incorrect. Since u,, has the physical mc;1ning or(loca l 
purging) flow rate (in (k s] or [m~/ ]l. li,. is expected to be l;1rger 
the larger the control volume (vessel or compartmen t) is. It is, 
however. desirable to minimize this dependence in order lo be 
able to compare c11lcul;ltcd Pi n different regions and rooms. 


